STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER PATRICIA P.
ON THE USED CAR ROLE
July 10, 1984
Today the Federal Trade Commission meets in open session to
pass its latest final judgment on the Used Car Rule.

Following a

novel, and wholly unwarranted, year long "reconsideration"
proceeding, Bureau of Consumer Protection staff now ask the
Commission to modify the rule adopted unanimously by the
Commission in August 1981 by deleting the provision that would
require used car dealers to inform buyers about major defects
which they know about in cars they offer for sale.
This new version of the rule retains the requirement of the
Buyers' Guide window sticker, but removes from it any reference
to the mechanical systems of the car as well as the section for
disclosure of known defects.

Frankly, in this form, it reminds

me of Woodrow Wilson's description of the Vice-Presidency:

"The

chief embarrassment in describing it is that, in saying how
little there is to be said about it, one has evidently said all
that there is to say."
The FTC's rulemaking authority is a potentially powerful
tool for promoting consumer welfare, but this rule, without the
known defects provision, is little more than a consumer education
campaign masquerading as significant, industrywide regulation.
The revised rule has already been and no doubt will continue to
be heralded by some as a measure which will deliver important
protection to the millions of Americans who buy used cars at a
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total cost now in excess of $85 billion a year.

But it is not;

and in good conscience, I cannot vote to approve the rule in its
newly proposed form.

I do not believe the proposed new version

adequately addresses the prevalent industrywide abuses documented
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in the record and I do not believe that in its born-again format
it can realistically meet any adequate cost/benefit analysis.
In order to amplify my decision, let me recap the events and
analysis that resulted in the adoption of the 1981 rule.

In

1976, the Congress directed the FTC to investigate the used car
market and to promulgate an industrywide rule concerning warranty
and other sales practices, if the evidence developed during the
proceeding called for such relief.

As a result, the Commission

conducted hearings in six cities across the country involving
more than 200 witnesses, commissioned studies, and sought public
comment on a variety of issues connected with the sale of used
automobiles.

The result is an exhaustive 50,000 page record

which clearly documents two specific, prevalent problems in the
used car marketplace:
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first, dealers misrepresent or fail to

disclose essential facts about the mechanical condition of used
cars at the time of sale and, second, dealers either fail to
disclose or misrepresent what, if any, warranty coverage is
offered on the car.

The record also reveals that wore than half

the used cars sold in this country are purchased "as is," which
means that dealers have no responsibility to repair anything that
goes wrong after the car is driven off the lot.

Unfortunately,

rulemaking evidence confirms that consumers don't understand that
the car is being sold "as is," or what that term means.
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To address these extensive problems in the used car
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industry, the Commission considered a variety of remedial
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approaches, including both mandatory and optional inspection
rules.

Following public comment and vigorous debate, the

Commission determined to eliminate any inspection component from
the final rule and to retain only those elements of prior
versions of the rule that required the disclosure of information
already in the hands of the dealer.

The primary justification

for the rule the Commission promulgated in August 1981, was
twofold:

we found a need to counteract consistent verbal

misrepresentations of and the failure to disclose both a used
car's mechanical condition at the time of sale and the warranty
(repair) coverage offered by the dealer.

Thus after lengthy

comment and consideration we decided to address those problems by
requiring dealers to disclose in writing that warranty coverage
offered and to advise buyers in writing of details about each
car's mechanical condition that they knew about.

The Commission

believed that a rule with those basic requirements represented
the least intrusive and least costly, yet still effective means
of addressing those serious problems.
Significantly, surveys which are in the rulemaking record
reveal that of all the factors consumers weigh in making a used
car purchasing decision, they consider mechanical condition at
the time of sale by far the most important.

Unfortunately,

studies also confirm that consumers have far less access compared
to dealers to mechanical information about vehicles they may wish
to purchase and that as a rule they do not feel they possess a
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high degree of general mechanical knowledge.

This is, of course,

not surprising given the complexity of a piece of machinery with
somewhere in the neighborhood of 15,000 parts.
Despite staff's persistent revisionist view of this
rulemaking record, in fact the record leaves little doubt as to
the considerable information dealers possess about the quality
and mechanical condition of the vehicles they offer for sale.
Indeed, whether dealers obtain used cars from consumers, other
local dealers or at auctions, the record evidence is clear that
either from their own or the selling dealers• inspections, they
know a great deal about their vehicles• mechanical condition and
defects.
The experience in the state of Wisconsin, which has a
mandatory inspection law, is illustrative.

A study by the Center

for Public Representation evaluated the impact of the Wisconsin
law, and found that two-thirds of the dealers in Wisconsin who
responded did no m.ore in the way of inspecting the cars they sold
after the law went into effect than they had before.

In other

words, the study showed ·that most dealers already were inspecting
their cars even when there was no legal obligation to do so.

Of

course, common sense and the realities of the business world
dictate that this be true:

dealers possess substantial

information about the cars they sell because their business
requires them to.
Exacerbating the inequities of the used car bargaining
relationship are the deceptive sales practices prevalent in the
used car industry.

No one can argLle that this record does not
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amply demonstrate that many dealers fail to disclose defects
known by them to exist at the time of sale or that consumers have
been misled by affirmative oral misrepresentations about the
condition of cars sold.
more than

"substantial"~

The record evidence on these points is
it is irrefutable.

In a study conducted

by the California Public Interest Research Group, different teams
of "test shoppers" first obtained independent inspections of used
cars and then later tested the dealer's willingness to impart
this information to a subsequent, "prospective buyer."

In 75 of

101 completed tests, the used car dealer did not disclose to the
purchaser defects found in the diagnostic report that had been
provided to the dealer.
The requirement that used car dealers disclose known defects
directly addresses these acknowledged problems by arming
consumers with precisely the information about a car's mechanical
condition that they say is most important to them in considering
a used car purchase •. In fact, the importance of mandating the
disclosure of defects information was specifically recognized by
one of the leading industry trade associations, which
participated extensively in the Commission's rulemaking
proceeding.

In comments on the Used Car Rule filed on February

1979, the National Independent Automobile Dealers Association
(NIADA) wrote:
It is always difficult and often impossible to
determine the exact condition of a used
product.
Its parts are worn and may have been
subjected to abusive treatment by previous
owners. Neither buyer nor seller can ever be
certain that some latent defect which evades
discovery will not surface after resale.
Disclosure of significant known defects,
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